SLIGHT INCREASE IN INFLUENZA CASES HERE

There was another little spurt in the number of influenza cases yesterday when 107 persons were reported to have been taken ill over the two-day period. Two hundred and three cases were reported off. Over Saturday and Sunday last week 397 cases were reported. The total number of persons reported ill with the disease since October 6 is 3632.

On account of the large number of patients discharged and the decrease in the number of new cases the calls for relief to the Community Kitchen, operated by the Rotary Club in the Odd Fellows' Building, materially decreased. Only 46 meals were delivered yesterday, compared with 104 on last Monday.

A number of new children were admitted to the Kiwanis Home, Fourth and Walnut streets. Over Sunday members of the club entertained the youngsters by taking them on auto rides.

CAMP CRANE ELEVEN HAS GAME HERE TOMORROW

To celebrate the lifting of the quarantine, Lt. Col. Snyder, who is in command at Camp Crane, has designated Wednesday afternoon as a half holiday and all the men in camp will be allowed to witness a football game between the Camp Crane team and the eleven of Susquehanna University. The public is also invited to attend the game, which will be played on the Muhlenberg gridiron.

On Saturday the Camp Crane team will have as its opponents the team of Dickinson College, also on the Muhlenberg gridiron.

The Camp Crane team is rapidly rounding into form. Coach Clevett is very sanguine over its prospects for a lot of fine material has been coming in from the Student Army Training Corps units in various colleges. Most of them are men who have been medical students.

Dvorak, of the University of Minnesota, has been selected as the captain. He is running the team from the pivotal position of quarter. Szczepkowski, of Fordham, is a promising back and Schnell at fullback is doing great work.

Sergt. Brewer, a brother of Brooke Brewer, the fast back of last year's first team, has been shifted to end because of his great speed and with Eha, of Minnesota, the team has a great pair on the wings. Hollinger, Hargle and Garrett, of Purdue, are a trio of giants on the line.